TOY# 233

NAME: Felt Play Food – Sandwich Set

PIECES: 32 pieces

AGE: 3 years +

LEVEL: preschool kinder

PRICE: $19.99

MANUFACTURE: Melissa & Doug

NOTE: no mustard piece as of Nov.25/15

DESCRIPTION: 1 pita pocket  6 bread pieces  2 cheese pieces
                   1 egg                   2 tomatoes       2 onion
                   2 pieces of lettuce     2 pickles        2 cucumbers
                   2 pieces of bacon       3 circle pieces  3 oval pieces
                   4 condiment pieces

CHILDREN AND PLAY: This creative sandwich set is a fun dramatic play enhancement. The full set allows opportunity for children to open their own pretend sandwich shop, or just play creatively. The different choices of sandwich breads, meats, cheese, and other items is a great cognitive exercise for children. Also, the different textures and shapes of the felt pieces are great for sensory development. This is a fun set to use in the dramatic play area and the children will enjoy being creative with the pieces.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Cognitive development
  Physical development
  Social development
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